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Ralor Zarzen

Ralor Zarzen is a Active Player Character played by zexial. tablelayout

Ralor Zarzen
Species & Gender: Male Minkan

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Intelligence Operative

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement:

Physical Description

Ralor has a height of 5’8” with a weight of 155 lbs with brown skin and violet colored eyes. He has human
shaped ears, black colored hair that he keeps cut short in a low fade.

Personality

Ralor is generally quiet and will keep to himself most of the time when he’s meeting new people for the
first time. As he gets to know more about the people he’s working with and around, he’ll begin to open
up a bit more and be a little more outgoing than before. While he would normally prefer to operate alone
he’s able to work well enough with others if the task requires it.

History

Ralor Zarzen was born 14日 8月 23 in Ternifac. Ralor was born in the city of Ternifac to Junai and Ina
Zarzen during the year YE 23 as a NH-22C Yamataian. Growing up, he didn’t have a lot of friends to
socialize with so he resorted to finding other ways to keep himself busy and active which usually involved
getting into places he wasn’t allowed just for the thrill of it or pickpocketing folks to see what valuables
he could acquire.

Eventually those antics of his led to him being in the wrong place at the wrong time, attracting the
attention of The On'nin Ikemen by sneaking into a Koya in the basement of one of his favorite arcades.
He was quickly caught when he bumped into a person trying to back away from the ongoing meeting he
inadvertently walked in on between a particularly ruthless Kyodai looking to make a name for himself and
his Shatei.

Seeking to show off in front of his Shatei and gain a reputation, the Kyodai decided make an example out
of Ralor by ordering the breaking of his arms so he couldn’t steal from The On'nin Ikemen and his legs so
he couldn’t run and tell anyone of this meeting. The Kyodai had gotten a little too eager in dealing out
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this punishment once he saw that Ralor had little fear in his eyes, which caused him to lash out and lose
control effectively putting Ralor into a coma from multiple different injuries and contusions particularly
around the face and chest.

It was only thanks to the young Shatei that he wasn’t killed, pulling his Kyodai away and ordering
everyone to take Ralor back upstairs and toss him outside, figuring the lesson was learnt. Ralor was soon
found outside the arcade in that battered state and rushed to a medical facility where his parents were
quickly informed of his condition. With how bleak his odds of survival were his parents ultimately decided
to transfer him over to a Minkan body since his old Yamatai body would be too difficult to heal back to a
reasonable state.

Now in the body of Minkan, Ralor decided to take this new opportunity at life and make the best of it. He
joined the Star Army of Yamatai Intelligence Division in the year YE 44 at the age of 21 and made great
use of his previous skill set by becoming an Operative.

Skills Learned

He’s learned all of the common skills associated with being enlisted in the Star Army along with a few
others he picked up during his time in SAINT training including some rogue skills that he relied on in his
childhood to survive growing up in Ternifac

Social Connections

Ralor Zarzen is connected to:

Junai Zarzen (Father) Ina Zarzen (Mother)

Inventory & Finance

Ralor Zarzen has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment

Ralor Zarzen currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by zexial on 12, 11 2022 at 22:11 using the Character Template Form.

In the case @@Character Owner@@ becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
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Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes
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